Lithography modeling is a very attractive way to predict the critical dimensions of patterned features after lithographic processing. In a previous paper [1] , we have presented the assessment of three different simplified resist models (aerial image model, aerial image convolved with fixed gaussian noise and aerial image convolved with variable gaussian noise) by using a systematic comparison between experimental and simulated data. It has been shown that the aerial image convolved with fixed gaussian noise, or "diffused aerial image model" (DAIM), exhibits surprisingly good results of CD prediction for lines @ 193nm. Using these datasets, the DAIM appeared as an accurate model for CD prediction. This approach allows also an easy run, and because it needs only four adjustable parameters, it avoids the difficult task of resist parameters extraction associated to full resist models. In this paper, we enlarge the datasets used for the assessment of the DAIM by considering both lines and contact holes of various sizes printed at different wavelengths. The reference wafers have been printed at 248nm, 193nm and 157 nm. The procedure used to extract the model parameters has been improved and now needs less data to provide acceptable values. We will show that the validity of the DAIM extends well outside the results presented in Ref. 1. Experimental data printed using various wavelengths, resists and exposure tools can be simulated accurately with CD prediction error ranging within few percents. It is to be noted that the results that will be presented on contact holes data indicate that the model is valid for 2D features. Finally, a comparison with full resist models shows that the accuracy of DAIM is comparable to more sophisticated and heavier models.
INTRODUCTION
Two ways are used for CD prediction: full resist models (with physical meaning, but using a wider range of parameters), or simplified resist models (which empirically include all physical phenomena and use few model parameters). The problem of predicting critical dimensions (CD) of final patterned features using full resist models remains difficult and offers often sporadic results, because « the optimum performance of a simulation is only achieved by an appropriate determination of the model parameters and by a careful exploration of different modeling options » [2] . From the other side, a previous article shows that a DAIM, which consists in a convolution between the aerial image and a gaussian noise with a given full width at half maximum (FWHM), exhibits good performance in CD prediction for lines at 193 nm [1] . Historically, this approach, based on a diffusion of the aerial image using a convolution with a gaussian distribution, has been published by several authors for Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) purpose [3] [4] . In addition, Dolainsky and Maurer have proposed to use only four adjustable resist parameters for their simple "diffused aerial image model" [4] . The method presented here is a follow up of these two approaches. The model that we use needs only four parameters. The optimization of the model parameters has been improved compared to the procedure of Ref. 1 . The aim of the work presented here is to assess whether this simple model could be applicable for all illumination condition (circle, annular, quadrupole), mask designs (binary or phase shift masks), for the widest range of feature types (lines or contacts) and for wavelengths ranging between 248 and 157 nm. In addition, a comparison of the results provided by this model and those provided by a full resist model using carefully determined model parameters, will complete that model reliability overview.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section reminds the basics of the Diffused Aerial Image Model and presents the procedure for the validity assessment.
Diffused Aerial Image Model
The principle of the DAIM is to compute the CD from the aerial image only. The intensity distribution used for the CD extraction is obtained by a convolution of the standard aerial image with a gaussian which width is an adjustable parameter of the model. A CD and dose offset are added that improve the accuracy of the simulations. The DAIM uses only four parameters. An achievement of our previous paper [1] was to show that the DAIM is predictive. It has clearly been demonstrated that the model can simulate accurately CDs outside the set of data that have been used for fitting the model parameters. The simulated CD for a given dose d and a given defocus f is obtained using an expression of the form:
where: d and f are respectively the exposure dose and defocus for which the CD is to be computed. -noise CD AI σ is the CD given by aerial image convolved with a gaussian distribution of σ noise half width. This CD is expressed as a function of the aerial image intensity threshold and the defocus f. This can be computed directly within the lithography simulator (in our case : Solid-C [5] + scanner noise setting). The CD is computed from the aerial image at a given threshold. The aerial image is to be computed with a defocus f and the threshold is related to the experimental exposure dose d by the expression a d b − This relation between experimental exposure dose and simulated intensity threshold has been detailed in Ref 1. It is based on the hypothesis that the resist has a threshold-like behavior [6, 7] . This kind of relation has to be used because the aerial image CD are expressed as a function of aerial image intensity, while experimental data are expressed as a function of exposure dose. The a, b, ∆CD, σ noise coefficients depend only of the given resist process (resist thickness, layer stack ,PEB an development conditions), and metrology conditions. They are of general use and they should be the same for all feature types, pitches, and optical settings. The σ noise parameter is not strictly speaking a diffusion coefficient. At this point it is only considered as an abstract value which could include all types of diffusion occurring during exposure or post exposure bake for example. Physical meaning of this parameter is currently under investigation. Nevertheless, the simulated value found σ noise is not far from published diffusion lengths. The four model parameters must be defined with a good precision otherwise the comparison between experimental and simulated data would be less effective. Our previous procedure consisted in the determination of a and b coefficients via the regression of the curve of dose at isofocal CD versus aerial image intensity at isofocal CD ( Figure 1) . Then, the other two parameters (σ noise , ∆CD) were determined. Using this procedure, the a and b coefficients determination is correct when dose at isofocal CD exists in the experimental data (e.g. dense lines, as represented Figure 2 ), it can be less accurate when isofocal CD does not exist in the data (contacts holes or isolated features for example, where all the CDs are on one side of the isofocal CD). In this last case, the coefficient determination depends on the experimental FEM fit, and can lead to larger error when the experimental data are noisy. An adapted method of fit of the Bossung curve was put in place in order to overcome this problem. This fit was based on functions that rely on physical considerations and can include the isofocal dose or threshold as explicit coefficients [8, 9, 1] . This improved the reliability of the parameters extraction significantly. Nevertheless, we have still simplified the procedure by using a optimization scheme where the four parameters are drawn together. A global optimization of all the four parameters at the same time (using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm) is performed. This simpler and faster way of doing allows a better accuracy for DAIM parameters extraction, it is used throughout this paper. Moreover, it needs fewer data to perform a correct fit and other unknowns can be optimized at the same time without changing the methodology. For example, the adjustment of one or several unknown Zernike coefficients could be performed in addition to the extraction of the resist parameters.
MODEL ASSESSMENT BASED ON MULTIPLE TEST CASES
Our previous paper described the assessment of the DAIM with lines printed at 193 nm using Sumitomo PAR 707 resist. The DAIM error, determined by the mean CD discrepancy between experimental and simulated FEM data was found to be around 5%. These mean errors are summarized in Table 2 . It can be noted that the figures in Table 2 differ slightly from those of Table 2 of Ref.
1. This is due to the use of the new procedure for optimizing the model parameters which provides here better CD errors. The check of the validity of the DAIM for others lithographic conditions is lead with the experimental datasets described in paragraph 3.1. The improved parameter extraction procedure has been used.
Experimental data
Various wavelengths, masks (BIM and PSM), feature types (lines and contact holes), optical settings (numerical aperture and partial coherence), and illumination shapes (conventional and annular) have been used for the assessment. The available datasets on which we have performed a comparison between the DAIM results and measurements are listed below. The accuracy assessment of our simplified resist model has been lead using Focus Exposure Matrices (FEM). The simulated data are obtained using a commercial lithography simulator [5] . All experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 . Contact holes @ 248nm : The features were obtained using 0.45µm thick JSR M79Y resist , conventional illumination and 6% attenuated PSM. 
Assessment of DAIM based on multiple test cases
All the DAIM assessment for 248, 193 and 157 nm resist are respectively gathered on Table 3-5. Typical values for the parameters of the JSR 248nm resist are: a=3.0 cm 2 /mJ, b=0.0 mJ/cm 2 , ∆CD=0nm and σ noise =26nm. For the Sumitomo PAR710 193nm resist, the parameters are: a=8.3 cm 2 /mJ, b=-3.0 mJ/cm 2 , ∆CD=18nm and σ noise =37nm. The results of DAIM assessment show that this model exhibits good CD predictions capabilities for all optical settings and all wavelengths ranging from 248 to 157 nm. Indeed:
1. Table 3 shows that the DAIM CD prediction is very good for contact holes at 248 nm (JSR M79Y), with an error smaller than 4% whatever the CD or pitch. Two examples of superimposition of experimental data (dotted lines with diamonds) and best simulated CD prediction (solid lines) are shown in Figure 3 . 2. Table 4 shows that the DAIM prediction error remains also very good for lines at 193 nm (Sumitomo PAR 710) with a relative mean CD prediction error smaller than 2%. We can also remark that the two examples of experimental FEM -CD prediction superimposition ( Figure 5 ), show less noisy experimental data that those of Figure 2 . 3. on other hand, 157nm lines CD predictions exhibits bad CD prediction errors, as shown in Table 5 . These bad CD prediction errors are associated with very noisy experimental data, as ca be seen on Figure 4 . Finally, we can conclude that the DAIM simulation error is greatly impacted by the noise of experimental data, and smoother experimental data provides better CD prediction. 2D features can also be simulated using DAIM. The DAIM CD prediction capability is confirmed to be very good, with low CD errors for various experimental conditions. We can infer that it remains the case for other experimental conditions. Since the DAIM is a predictive model, it can be also used for CD prediction of other situations using the same four parameters.
Comparison of DAIM CD prediction capabilities with full resist models
To check whether the DAIM is comparable (in terms of results) to full resist models, we have used results provided by Steven G. Hansen. This work has been performed using 193 nm lines of Sumitomo PAR 710 (cf. section 3.1). Full scalar and unpolarized vector optical models have been used in addition to full resist model. The parameters of the full resist model were carefully adjusted in order to provide the minimal error with respect to experimental data. The final RMS errors between experimental and simulated FEM datasets, for all the models and pitches (nested 1:1 and isolated lines), are reported in Table 6 . In that table, we can see that the CD prediction of DAIM for isolated lines is very close from full resist models with about 2.1% RMS error, and appears improved for nested lines (1.4% versus 2.1%). These results confirm that DAIM (with scalar aerial image computation) exhibits very good CD prediction capabilities compared both to full scalar and unpolarized vector associated to full resist models. They also point out that DAIM could be a alternative to complex full resist models and appears to be reliable enough for CD prediction. In addition, the DAIM has got the main advantage to avoid difficult task of adjusting a large number of resist parameters.
CONCLUSION
Full resist models are able to account for subtle physical phenomena, but the complex interplay of several effects make quantitative evaluation of the model parameters very difficult. In practice, the choice of best parameters can become subjective and these models sometimes loose one of their first purposes : accurate CD prediction. Like other simplified resist models, DAIM targets a different approach which consists only in good CD prediction capability with an easy and fast run, using only a small number of adjustable parameters. The DAIM assessment has been based on multiple test cases. It has been shown that DAIM exhibits at least as good an accuracy as carefully adjusted full resist models for CD predictions. DAIM performs reasonably well for all illumination conditions, all mask designs (BIM or PSM), for the widest range of features (lines or contacts) and for all wavelengths ranging between 248 and 157 nm. It also exhibits good performance when applied to 2D features. We have checked that a simple convolution of the aerial image with a gaussian noise distribution can overcome most of the limitations of the simple threshold model by adding one more "diffusion" adjustable parameter. Along this work, it appeared to the authors that an objective assessment of resist models was not an obvious task. Moreover, from the literature, it was very difficult to have a clear idea of the real efficiency of a model (associated with its parameter settings). In order to clarify this point, it could be very useful to set up a kind of benchmark test (a set of common experimental data available to everybody) that should be referred to when a new model (or a parameter extraction technique) is published. The proper choice of an objective procedure is not trivial, but has to be thought about in order to save a lot of redundant and sometimes unsuccessful effort. 
